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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Numerical Electromagnetic Code - Basic Scattering Code is

jIa user-oriented computer code for the analysis of the far field pat-

terns of antennas in the presence of perfectly conducting metal struc-

3 tures at UHF and above. Complicated structures can be simulated

by arbitrarily oriented flat plates, an infinite ground plane, and

a finite elliptic cylinder. This type of analysis has been used

very successfully in the past to model aircraft shapes[1,2,31. The

present solution has been extended to include a wide range of problems.

For example, flat plates can be used to model the superstructure

of a ship, the body of a truck, or the wings and stores of an aircraft.

The finite elliptic cylinder can be used to model a mast or smoke

stack of a ship, or the fuselage and engines of an aircraft.

The analysis is based on uniform asymptotic techniques formu-

lated in terms of the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD)[4,5,61.

The GTD approach is ideal for a general high frequency study of antennas

in a complex environment in that only the most basic structural fea-

tures of an otherwise very complicated structure need to be modeled.

This is because ray optical techniques are used to determine com-

ponents of the field incident on and diffracted by the various sttuc-

tures. Components of the diffracted fields are found using the GTD

solutions in terms of the individual rays which are summed with the

geometrical optics terms in the far field. The rays from a given

scatterer tend to interact with other structures causing various

higher-order terms. In this way one can trace out the various possible

combinations of rays that interact between scatterers and determine

and include only the dominant terms. Thus, one need only be con-

cerned with the important scattering components and neglect all other

higher-order terms. This method leads to accurate and efficient

computer codes that can be systematically written and tested. Com-

plex problems can be built up from simpler problems in manageable

pieces.

1l



Ih,, limnitations associated with the computer code result from

the basic nature of the analyses. The solution is derived using

the GTD which is a high frequency approach. In terms of the scattering

from plate structures this means that each plate should have edges

at least a wavelength long. In terms of the cylinder structure its

major and minor radii and length should be a wavelength in extent.

In addition, each antenna element should be at least a wavelength

from all edges and the curved surface. In many cases, the wavelength

limit can be reduced to a quarter wavelength for engineering purposes.

Modeling small structures and antennas can be better accomplished

using an integral equation solution such as NEC-Moment Methods[7l.

The Basic Scattering Code has been interfaced with the Moment Method

code so that the capabilities of both methods can be used to the

fullest. For example, the Moment Method code can be used to analyze

the currents and impedance of an antenna. The magnitude and phase

of the current weights can then be used in the Basic Scattering Code

to predict the far field patterns of the antennas in arbitrary pattern

cuts.

There are two documents describing the NEC-Basic Scattering

Code. The present document in known as Part I. Part II is a Code

Manual[81 that describes the FORTRAN coding in detail. The Code

Manual, first, gives background on practical aspects of the GTD.

Several examples are shown to illustrate how the various GTD fields

superimpose to give a total solution. Next, a particular GTD term

is discussed in more detail to show the general concepts involved

throughout the code. An overview on how the code is organized is

discussed along with a description of the various coordinate systems

involved, how a general subroutine is organized, and how the various

subroutines are interrelated. The Code Manual also contains for

each subroutine: (1) a statement of purpose, (2) an illustration

shiowing the geometry involved, (3) a brief narrative on the method



Iused, (4) a flow diagram, (5) a dictionary of major variables, and

(6) a listing of the code. Finally, it defines the common blocks

and lists the system library functions used by the code. The in-

formation in the Code Manual will be of primary interest to someone

attempting to modify the code. It will also be helpful when the

code is being implemented on a computer system on which the coding

' I may not be compatible.

This document is designed to give an overall view of the operation

of the computer code, to instruct a user in how to use it to model

structures, and to show the validity of the code by comparing various

Icomputed results against measured data whenever available. Chapter
II describes an overall view of the organization of the code. A

J detailed description of the input command words and their associated

input parameters is given in Chapter III. How to apply the capabilites

of this input data to a practical structure is briefly discussed

in Chapter IV. This includes a clarification of the subtle points

of interpreting the input data. The representation of the output

is discussed in Chapter V. Various sample problPms are presented

in Chapter VI to illustrate the operation, versatility, and validity

of the code. Most users of the code should find that the User's

Manual is sufficient to learn how to effectively operate the code.

I3
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CHAPTER II

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The NEC-Basic Scattpvinq Code is desianed to he a user oriented

romputor cod'e. The rerpssarv data to describe a proklem can hn input

and the resulting answers can he obtained with a minimum amount of

knowledge by the user on how the code operates. As with most codes,

however, it is necessary to have at least a basic knowledge of the
key points in order to be able to intelligently use it and interpret

its results. This section is designed to give just a brief description

of the code for this purpose. The Code Manual, which is the second

part of the Basic Scattering Code documentation, gives more in depth

information about the FORTRAN coding. Thus, this information will

not be repeated here.

The NEC-Basic Scattprinq Code is cnnstructed in a svstematc

way, such that the various ocerations of the code are set up in modu-

lar soctions. The flow diaqram shown helow illustrates the major

divisions of the main program. The first Da,-t of tl'e main pronram

is the inptit section where the qpometrv of the prohlem is Hescrihed.

The methnl iiseld to input data into the comnuter code is hae on

a command word system. Details of the availa le commands and the

wavs to use them are given in the next chapter.

Once the necessory information to descrihe a nr-olem is input.

into the code, the program analyzes the data an(' puts it into tlip

corect form so that the electric fields can he calculater. This

includes normalizing the geometry to wavelengths, organizing tile

data into the optimum coordinate system for computations, anO de-

fining tl, fixer qoometry bounds for a given source. Of course,

all of th(-se operations and the ones to follow are done ooaqie to

the uiser.



I FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE MAIN PROGRAM

I
I

i, I (From NX :)

I~ @ -Read and Write Command Word/

(From Command)

TestT
Conmmand Word againts List
(see Table 2). If they (see Chap er I I V
match go to the proper

command section

* F
r II

Since none of the commands match,
write warning message

I
I* 

Stop

I From XQ:)

I Make necessary conversion,
translations and rotations

of the geometry if necessary

Dne



r/

Define bounds fixed by the geometry

Do loop on K

Do loop on J

r "Do loop on pattern angle

Branch to section defined by K and J
(see Table 1)

Superimpose the various fields weighted
to the source magnitude and phase for

the particular source element

Continue

Print total field and
directive gains

Plot Fields

R (Return to read new command)

6
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Table 1

List of Field Subroutines

Plate Field Subroutines K=].
J=I INCFLD - direct field
J=? REFPLA - field reflected from a plate
J=3 RPLRPL - field doubly reflected by plates
,1=4 DIFPLT - field diffracted by a plate
,I= RPILDPL - field reflected hy a plate then diffracted by

a plate
J=6 DPLRPL - field diffracted by a olate then reflected by

a plate

Cylinder Field Subroutines K=?
J=l SCTCYL - field scattered by a cylinder
J=? REFCAP - field reflected by an end cap
J=3 ENDIF - field diffracted by an end cap rim

Plate-Cylinder Interaction Field Subroutines K=3
J=! RPLSCL - field reflected by a plate then scattered bv

a cylinder
J=2 SCLRPL - field scattered by a cylinder then reflected

by a plate
J=3 RCLDPL - field reflected by a cylinder then diffracted

by a plate
J=1 DPLRCL - field diffracted by a plate then reflected by

a cylinder.

The scattering code then computes the electric fields for each

individual source in succession. Each GTD scattered field type is

hroken up into a separate subroutine. As can hP seen from the flow

chart, the code is structured so that all of one type of scattered

field is computed at one time for the complete pattern cut so that

the amount of core swapping is minimized thereby reducinq overlaying

and increasing efficiency. This also is an important feature that

allows the code to he used on small computers that are not large

enough to accept the entire code at one time. The code can he broken

into smaller overlay segments which will individually fit in the

machine. The results are, then. superimposed in the main program

as the various segments are executed.

7
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The ield computation part of the code is divided into three

larqe sections (the K=1,2,' loop). The first section (K=2I contains

the major scattered filds associated with the individual flat plate,

?nd the interactions hptween the different plates. These include

the direct field, the sinqly reflected fields, douhly reflected fiel's

the sinqlv diffracted fields, the reflected-diffracted fields, and

the diffracte'-eflected fields. The diffracted fields include the

normal diffracted fields as well as slope diffraction, a newly de-

velnpod heuristir corner diffracted field and slope-corner diffracted

field. The double diffracted fields are not included at nresent,

hut 3 t:arninq is provided wherever this field component miqht he

important. This is usually only a small angular section of space.

This field may he included later whenever time and effort per-mit.

The second section 1K=2) contains the major scattered fields associated

with the finite elliptic cylinder. This includes the direct field,

if not already computed in the plate section, the reflected field

the transition field, the deep shadow fields, the reflected field

from the end caps, and the diffracted field from the end cap rims.

The diffracted field from the end cap rim is not at present corrected

in the pseudo caustic regions. This is where three diffraction points

on the rim coalesce into one. This is only important in small angula

reqions in space and is not deemed appropriate to he included at

the present timp. An equivalent current method could be used for

this small renion hut it is rather time cnnsumin to use for the

henefits derived from it for such a qeneral code. The third section

(K=' contains the m~ior scattered fields associated with the inter-

actions botween the plates and cylinder. This includes, at present,

the fields reflerted from the plates then reflected or diffracted

from the cylinder, the fields reflected from the cylinder then re-

flected from the plates, the fields reflected from the cylinder then

diffracted from the plates. and the fields diffracted fom the olates

then reflected from the cylinder. These terms have been found to

be sufficient for engineering purposes when analyzing most structures.
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The subroutines for each of the scattered field components are

all structured in the same basic way. First, the ray path is traced

backward from the chosen observation direction to a particular scat-

terer and subsequently to the source using either the laws of reflection

or diffraction. Each ray path, assuming one is possible, is then

checked to see if it is shadowed by any structure alonq the complete

I ray path. If it is shadowed the field is not computed and the code

proceeds to the next scatterer or observation direction. If the

path is not interrupted the scattered field is computed using the

appropriate GTD solutions. The fields are then superimposed in the

1main program. This shadowing process is often speeded up by making

various decisions based on bounds associated with the geometry of

the structure. This type of knowledge is used wherever possible.

The shadowing of rays is a very important part of the scattering

code. It is obvious that this approach should lead to various dis-

continuities in the resulting pattern. However, the GTD diffraction

coefficients are designed to smooth out the discontinuities in the

fields such that a continuous field is obtained. When a scattered

field is not included in the result, therefore, the lack of its pres-

Pnce is apparent. This can he used to advantage in analyzing com-

plicated problems. Obviously in a complex problem not all the possihle

scattered fields can be included. In the GTD scatterino code the

importance of the neglected terms are determined by the size of the

so-called gliches or jumps in the pattern trace. If the gliches

are small no additional terms are needed for a good engineering solu-

tion. If the gliches are large if may be necessary to include more

terms in the solution. In any case the user has a gauge with which

he can examine the accuracy of the results and is not falsely led

into believing a result is correct when in fact there could be an

error. The examples in Chapter VI illustrate these points and con-

firm the validity of the solution.

1 0
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The source presently considered in the computer code is an Plec-

tric or mannetic radiator with a cosine distrihution in one dimension

and either a zero width or a uniform distribution in the other. It

has arbitrary length and width, arhitrarv maqnitude and phase, and

arbitrary orientation. The source distribution is qiven as follows

dipole source: Zp) M Cos X, yp=0, -< I S
K(z pj lf Km  rp

J(z P,'x J " - -HAWS HAWz
aperture source: pS m c ( 2 H

M(Zp~X p)j lr~mJ HS Cos 2 -

-HS HS
T < Zp--

where the x dimension is oriented in the THOX and PHOX direction

and the zp dimension is oriented in the THOZ and PHOZ direction,

as illustrated in Fioure 5. The far-zone electric field is given

hv

-jkr'E ( Eo )~ 'F (A )Fx(ep r'
pp 07 P xp p r

where for an electric source.

Op ImHS, dipole source

E0 =

Lp J HS HAWS, aperture source,

10
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and for a magnetic source,I
I 4 HS, dipole source

I - Mm HS HAWS, aperture source,

and where

sinO cos(wHS cosO_)
4 U F (0) = P

z p (1-4HS 2 cos20 )

Ip
I , dipole source

i Fx(ApOP) =

sin(n HAWS sinep cos , aperture source.
HAWS sine p p

Any arhitrarv antenna can he simulated by superposition of the ele-
ments hy mak*io tht length HS small (HS z O.Ix) and HAWS=O, spacing

the elements less than a quarter wavelength, and then weighting their

magnitudes and phases to simulate the current distribution of the

desired antenna[9]. Since the radiation pattern is relatively in-

I sensitive to the current distribution this method works very well.

This current distribution information can be obtained using the NEC-

I Moment Method Code. Using that approach the field from an individual

element in the moment method interface section, assuming HS is small,

I is given by

E nHS I m  si~ -jkr'
E2- sine' e

I ' 2X r'

I
I



- s consistent ,-esultant fields between the Moment Method

and Rasic Scattering Cod-s. It should be emphasi7ed that the time

required to calculate a radiation pattern increases 1y a factor N

where N is the number of elemental radiators specified.

Even though the present code is based on the above source model

it can be easily changed by modifying the SOURCE subroutine and the

SOURCP subroutine, which contains the derivative of the pattern for

the slope diffracted fields. This information is given in more de-

tail in the Code Manual.

The brief discussion of the operation of the scattering code

qivpn above should hPlp the user get a feel for the overall code

so he might hetter understand the codes capabilities and interpret

its results. The code is designed, however, so that the general

user can run the code without knowinq all the details of its operation.

Yet, he must become familiar with the input/output details which

will be discussed in the next three chapters.

1?
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I CHAPTER III

DEFINITION OF INPUT DATAI
The method used to input data into the computer code is presently

based on a command word system. This is especially convenient when

more than one problem is to be analyzed during a computer run. The

code stores the previous input data such that one need only input

that data which needs to be changed from the previous execution.

Also, there is a default list of data so for any given problem the

amount of data that needs to he input has been shortened. The command

word options presently available are listed in Table 2.

Table 2

i Input Command Options

Command Description Page

AM: NEC or AMP Input 44
CE: Last or Only Comment Card 15
CG: Cylinder Geometry Input 36
CM: Comment Card 15
EN: End of Execution 57
FR: Frequency 24
GP: Infinite Ground Plane 35
LP: Line Printer Listing of Results 54I NC: No Cylinder 51
NG: No Ground Plane 50
NP: Next Set of Plates 49
NS: Next Set of Sources 52
NX: Next Problem 53
PD: Pattern Data Desired 25

I PG: Plate Geonetry Input 32
PP: Pen Plot Results F5
PR: Putar Radiated Input 48

I RG: Far Field Range Input 28
* RT: Translate and/or Rotate Coordinates 29

SG: Source Geometry Input IQ
TO: Test Data Generation Options 17
[IN: Units of Input
U)S: Units of HS and HAWS in SG:
YQ: Execute Proqram C6

113



In th:s system, all lin-ar dimensions may be specified in either

nvt,,rs, inches. or feet and all angular dimensions are in degrees.

Al I lho diup~n;i(n% are eventual ly referred to a fixed cartesian co-

ordindte system used as a co~mnon reference for the source and scat-

tering structures. There is, however, a geometry definition coordi-

nate system that may be defined using the "RT:" command. This com-

mand enables the user to rotate and translate the coordinatp system

to he used to input any selected data set into the best coordinate

system for that particuflar geometry. Once the "RT:" command is used

all the input following the command will be in that rotated and trans-

latpd coordinate system until the "RT:" command is called again.

See helow for more details. There is also a separate coordinate

system that can be used to define a pattern coordinate system. This

is discussed in more detail helow in terms of the "PD:" command.

It is felt that the maximum usefulness of the computer code

can be achieved using it on an interactive computer system. As a

consequence, all input data are defined in free format such that

the operator need only put commas between the various inputs. This

allows the user on an interactive terminal to avoid the problems

associated with typing in the field length associated with a fixed

format. This method also is useful on batch processing computers.

Note that all read statements are made on unit #5, i.e., READ (5,*),

where the "*" symbol refers to free format. Other machines, however,

may have different symbols representing free format.

In all the following discussions associated with logical vari-

ahles a "T" will imply true, and an "F" will imply false. The com-

pletp words true and false need not be input since most compilers

iust consider the first character in determinina the state of the

loqical variable.



I The following list defines in detail each command word and the

variables associated with them. Chapter VI will give specific examples

using this input method.

1 A. Commands CM: and CE:

j These commands enable the user to place comment cards in the

input and output data in order to help identify the computer runs

for present and future reference.

1. READ: (IR(I), 1=1,24)

a) IR(I): This is an integer dimensioned array used to
I store the command word and comments. Each card

should have CM: or CE: on them followe by an
alphanumeric string of characters. The CM: com-
mand implies that there will be another comment
card following it. The last comment card must
have the CE: command on it. If there is only

one comment card the CE: command must be used.

Note: It is possible to place comments to the right of all the command

words, if desired.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR CE:

I I CE

I

1 15



FLOW DIAGRAM FOR CM:

WRITE: (IR(I!, 1=1,24)

<TfCE

16
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I B. Command TO:

This command enables the user to obtain an extended output of

I various intermediate quantities in the computer code. This is use-

ful in testing the program or in analyzing the contributions from

I various scattering mechanisms in terms of the total solution.

1.. READ: LDEBUG, LTEST, LOUT

Sma) LDEBUG: This is a logical variahle defined by T
or F. It is used to debug the program if
errors are suspected within the program.
If set true, the program prints out data
on unit #6 associated with each of its in-
ternal operations. These data can, then

3 he compared with previous data which are
known to be correct. It is, also, used
to insure initial operation of the code.
Only one pattern angle is considered.
(normally set false)

b) LTEST: This is a logical variable defined by T
or F. It is used to test the input/output
associated with each subroutine. The data
written out on unit #6 are associated with
the data in the window of the subroutine.
They are written out each time the subroutine
is called. It is, also, used to insure
initial operation of the code. Only one
pattern angle is considered.
(normally set false)

c) LOUT: This is a logical variable defined by T
or F. It is used to output data on unit
#6 associated with the main program. It
too is used to initially insure proper opera-
tion. It can, also, be used to examine
the various components of the pattern.
This is expecially useful to someone in-
terested in analyzing which scattering center
contributed in a particular direction.
See Table 3 for a list of the fields and

I their identifiers.

?. READ: LSLOPE, LCORNR, LSOR

j a) LSLOPE: This is a logical variable defined by T
or F. It is used to tell the code whether
or not slope diffraction is desired during
the computation.
(normally set true)

1 17



b) CORR: This is i loq'cal viriable defined by T or
F. It is used to tell the code whether or
not corner diffraction is desired during the
computation.
(normally set true)

c) LSOR: This is a logical variable which is defined
by T or F. It is used to specify whether
or not the operator wants simply the antenna
pattern alone.
(normally set false)

3. READ: JMN(l), JMX(l), JMN(?), JMX(2), JMN(3), JMX(3)

a) JMN(l), JMX(l): These are integer variables used to
specify a set of individual scattering compon-
ents that are to be included in the scattered
field computation for the plate structures
alone. JMN(l) is the minimum component number
and JMX(l) is the maximum component number
for the range of the set where the components
are defined by the following number designations:
0 = skip the plates section
I = incident field
2 = single reflected fields
3 = double reflected fields
4 = single diffracted fields
5 = reflected-diffracted fields

6 = diffracted-reflected fields
7 = identifies double diffracted problem areas

(double diffracted fields are not computed
at present).

Normally JMN(l)=l and JMX(1)=7. This would
compute all the available field values for
a convex or concave plate structure.

b) JMN(2), JMX(2): These are integer variables used to
specify a set of individual scattering com-
ponents that are to be incluaed in the scat-
tered field computation for the finite elliptic
cylinder structure alone. JMN(2) is the
minimum component number and JMX(2) is the
maximum component number for the range of
the set where the components are defined by
the following number designations:
0 = skip the :ylinder section
I = incident, reflected, transition and creeping

wave fields.
2 = single reflected fields from the end caps.



I 3= single diffractevd fields from the end

cap rims.
Normally JMN(2)=l and JMX(2)=3. This would
com'ute all the field values for a finiLl
elliptic cylinder structure.

c) JMN(3), JMX(3): These are integer variables used to
specify a set of individual scattering compon-
ents that are to be included in the scattered
field comput3tion for the interactions between

the plate and cylinder structures. JMN(3)
is the minimum component number and JMX(3)
is the maximum component number for the range
of the set where the components are defined
by the following number designations:
0 = skip the plate-cylinder interaction section.
I = fields reflected from the plates then

reflected or diffracted from the cylinder.
2 = fields reflected or diffracted from the

cylinder then reflected from the plates.
3 = fields reflected from the cylinder then

diffracted from the plates.
4 = fields diffracted from the plates then

reflected from the cylinder.jNormally JMN(3)=l and JMX(3)=4.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR TO:

I
TO

1 WRITE: LDEBUG,LTEST,LOUT

jREAD: LSLOPE,LCORNR,LSOR

WRITE: LSLOPE,LCORNR,LSOR

READ: JMN(1)',JMX(l),JMN(?),JMX(2),JMN(3),JMX(3)

I £

WRITE: JMN(1),JMX(1),JMN(2),JMX(2),JMN(3),JMX(3)! ®



Table 3
Individual Field Types Printed when LOUIT=.TRUE.

L K J I Field Type

t0 0 0 0 Direct field when plates are present
200 MP 0 0 Field reflected from plate MP
300 MP MPP 0 Field reflected from plate MP then

reflected from plate MPP
600 MIP ME 0 Field diffracted from edge ME of

plate MP
650 MP ME 0 Field diffracted frcm the corners

of edge ME of plate MP
700 MR MP ME Field reflected from plate YR then

diffracted from eiae YE of plate MP
750 RR MP ME Field reflected from plate MR then

diffracted by the corners of edge
ME of plate MP

300 MP ME MR Field diffracted from edge ME of
plate MP then reflected f-om plate
MR

350 MP ME M% Field diffracted from the corners
if edge ME of plate VP then reflected
from plate 4R

ill 3 0 0 Oirect field when znly cylinders
alone are present

120 0 0 0 Geometrical optics field reflected
by cylinder 'for comparison only)

130 0 0 0 Field scattered by the curved sur-
face of the cylinder

150 MC 0 0 Field reflected by end cap MC of
the cylinder

500 MC 0 0 Field diffracted by the end cap
rim MC of the cylinder

240 MP 0 0 Geometrical optics f'eld reflected
from plate MP then reflected from
the curved surface of the cylinder.

(For comparison only)
250 MP 0 0 Field reflected from plate MP and

then scattered by the curved sur-
face of the cylinder

410 MP 0 0 Geometrical optics field reflected
from the curved surface of the cy-
linder and thin reflected from plate
MP. (For comparison only)

120 14P 0 0 Field scattered frcri te c.rved
surface of the cylinder then re-
flected from olate MP

?40 MP ME 0 Field reflected frn the cirved
surface of the cylinder then dif-
fracted by edge ME of plate YP

950 MP ME 0 Field diffracted from edge ME of

p'ate MP then reflected from the
urved surface of the cylinder

:ALGLE ANGLE ;NDE4 :*J0EX Sum of fields of a given type (kIDEX)
for 1given angle IAN6LE)

1000 :ANGLE TANGLE 'ANGLE Total field for a liven angle (IANGLE)
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I
C. Command UN:

This command enables the user to specify the units of all the

linear dimensions to be input after the command is called. (The one

exception is the source length HS and width HAWS, see command US:)

1 1. READ: IUNIT

i a) IUNIT: This is an integer variable that indicates
the units for the input data that follows,
s ch that if
' - meters

IUNIT = (2. feet
3 - inches

I
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR UN:

I UN

READ: IUNIT

I Set up Conversion constant

I Write units specified

I

I
I
1 21



0. Command US:

This command enables the user to specify the units of the source

>ngth HS and width HAWS to be input after the command is called. These

variables are in the command SG:.

1. READ: IUNST

a) IUNST: This is an integer variable that indicates
the units for the input data HS and HAWS that
fllows, such that if
0 wavelengths

IUNST I metersIUNS = 2 f feet
3 inches

Note that if the units are specified to be wavelengths for one source

it must be wavelengths for all of the sources specified.

2



MEW

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR US:

us

I READ: IUNST

IfnI
sore r
efndV

IF
IfINS=
f US=

1F
F IwavelenTs

IfINTITi
f UWII

rieuis nt
peiidt ei

1 ?3



E. Command FR:

This command enables the user to define the frequency in gigahertz.

1. READ: FRQG

a) FRQG: This is a real variable which is used to
define the frequency in gigahertz.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR FR:

FR

READ: FRQG

/"Define wavelengths

Write freauency and wavelengths/

?4
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F. Command PD:

I This command enables the user to define the pattern coordinate

system, the pattern cut, and the angular range that is desired. The

I geometry is illustrated in Figure 1.

1 1. READ: THCZ, PHCZ, THCX, PHCX

a) THCZ,PHCZ: These are real variables. They are input
Iin degrees as spherical angles that define

the z -axis of the pattern coordinate system

as if it was a rad 3l vector in the reference
coordinate system.

b) THCX,PHCX: These are real variables, They are input
in degrees as spherical angles that define
the x -axis of the pattern coordinate system
as ifPit was a radial vector in the reference
coordinate system.

Note that the new x p-axis and zp-axis must be defined orthogonal to

each other. The new yp-axis is found from the cross product of the

Xp- and z p-axis.

2. READ: LCNPAT, TPPD

a) LCNPAT: This is a logical variable that defines the
p ttern cut desired, such that if

LCNPAT T * THETA CUT(conic cut)
L T F. PHI CUT (PHI constant)

b) TPPD: This is a real variable that defines the
pattern angle that is to be held constant,
s ch that if

LCNPAT /T - TPPD = THP constant
L F - TPPD = PHP constant

3. READ: IB, IE, IS

a) IB,IE,IS: These are integer variables used to define
angles in degrees. They are, respectively,
the beginning, ending, and incremental values
of the pattern angle.

I

1 25
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PD:

PD

READ: THCZPHCZTHCXPHCX

Define the pattern cut x and z axes
from the input data coordinate systeml

T /Write warningmssagje

Define the y axis from a cross
product of the x and z axes

Write the x,y,z axes of the pattern
cut coordinate system

READ: LCNPAT,TPPD

/ Write the pattern cut desired/

IB, I

WRITE: IB,IE,IS

26
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IPC

i Figure !a. Definition of pattern coordinate system.

k--/

I THPMGP,

PHP- Yp#

I PH

IFigure lb. Conic pattern cut, LCNPAT=.TRUE., TPPD-THP.

ZIfUP

liiiP

Figure Ic. Constant Phi pattern cut, LCNPAT=.FALSE., TPPD=PHP.
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G. Command RG:

This command enables the user to specify a far field distance,

R, to the observer. The fields ire then normalized by the factor

exp(-jkR)/R.

1. READ: RANGS

a) This is a real variable which is used to specify the
far field range, R.

Note that R should be in the far field of the scattering structure,

that is, R > 2D2 ./X where D is the maximum dimension of the structure.

However, if R 1 1030, then the factor exp(-jkR)/R is suppressed.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR RG:

Set range logic true
LRANG=.TRUE.

__READ: RANGS

ifG x1 30  T

SLRANG=.FALSE.
RANGE=.

Convert to meters and I
define a RANG Write no range

28 
is specifie d

WRITE: RANGS,RANG/

28



H. Command RT:

I This command enables the user to translate and/or rotate the coordin-

ate system used to define the input data in order to simplify the speci-

fication of the plate, cylinder, and source geometries. The geometry

is illustrated in Figure 2.

1. READ: (TR(N), N=1,3)

a) TR(N): This is a dimensional real variable. It is
used to specify the origin of the new coordin-
ate system to be used to input the data for
the source or the scattering structures.
It is input on a single line with the real
numbers being the x,y,z coordinates of the
new origin which corresponds to N=1,2,3,
respectively.

2. READ: THZP, PHZP, THXP, PHXP

a) THZP, PHZP: These are real variables. They are input
in degrees as spherical angles that define
the z-axis of the new coordinate system as
if it was a radial vector in the reference
coordinate system.

b) THXP, PHXP: These are real variables. They are input
in degrees as spherical angles that define
the x-axis of the new coordinate system as
if it was a radial vector in the reference
coordinate system.

The new x-axis and z-axis must be defined orthogonal to each other.

The new y-axis is found from the cross product of the x- and z-axes.

All the subsequent inputs will be made relative to this new coordinate

system, which is shown as xt, yt, zt , unless command "RT:" is called

*again and redefined.

29



FLOW DIAGRAM FOR RT:

RT

READ: (TR(N),N=1.3)

! -- Change units to meters

Write old and new coordinates

READ: THZP,PHZP,THXP,PHXP/

Define the rotation x and z axes

depnicular
to each

... er Write warning message

TS

Define the y axis from across
product of the x and z axes

Write the x,y,z axes
of rotation

30



PHP

!
U

II

-P. Y

1 zt

y

Figure 2. Definition of rotate-translate coordinate system geometry.
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I. Command PG:

This command enables the user tu utine the geometry of the flat

plate structures to be considered. The geometry is illustrated in

Figure 3. One call to this command defines one plate. The number of

plates in the structure are automatically counted by the number of calls

to this command.

1. READ: MEP(MP)

a) MEP (MP): This is a dimensioned integer variable. It
is used to definhthe number of corners (or
edges) on the MP " plate.

2. READ: (XX(MP,ME,N), N=1,3)

a) XX(MP,ME,N): This is a triply dimensioned real variable.
IttAs used to specifytAhe location of the
ME corner of the MP plate. It is input
on a single line with the real numbers being
the x,y,z coordinates of the corner, in Lhe
specified coordinate system, which correspond
to N=1,2,3, respectively, in the array. For
example, the array will contain the following
for plate #1 and corner #2 located at x=2.,
y=4., z=6.:
XXfl,2,1)=?.
XX(1,2,2)=4.
XX(l,?,3)=6.

This data is input as: 2.,4.,6.

This read statement will be called MEP(MP) times so that all the

corners are defined. As an example, the input data for the flat plate

structure given in Figure 3, is given by

4 :number of corners for plate #1
I., 1., 0 : corner #1

-1., 1., 0. : corner #2
-l.,-l., 0. : corner #3
l.,-l., 0. : corner #4

See Chapter IV for further details on how to number the corners.

32



Note that the program will keep increasing the number of plates in the

j solution by the number of calls to this command unless the NP: or NX:

commands are called to reinitialize the plate geometry.

Presently: 1 .<_ MP < 14
I ME .<6
I<N <3

Zt

"#3 (-I,-I,O) #2(-I ,0)

FLAT PLATE

Yt

4(1(1,1,0)

It

Figure 3. Definition of flat plate geometry.
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PG:

Set plate logic true

LPLA=.TRUE.

Up plate counter by one

MPX=MPX+1

if

F 1Write ,,arning=LesaL-/

Stop
Write plate number

MP=MPX

READ. L.P(MP)

if

where
'IEX=ME0 (MP)

p ~write warning miejaae

[Translate and Rotate the cooriat-s]

Change units to meters

',rite new and old coordinat~s
and units

34



mCommand GP:

This command enables the user to specify a perfectly-conducting

I infinite ground plane in the xt-y t plane.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR GP:

Set grpund plane logic true
LGRND=.TRUE.

F Define ground plane coordinatesI
Wite message

35



K. Command CG:

This command enables the user to define the geometry of the finite

elliptic cylinder structure to be considered. Note only one may be

specified. The geometry is illustrated in Figure 4.

1. READ: AA, BB

a) AA: This is a real variable which defines the
radius of the elliptic cylinder on the xt-axis

of the cylinder.

b) BB: This is a real variable which defines the
radius of the elliptic cylinder on the yt-axis
of the cylinder.

2. READ: ZCN, THTN, ZCP, THTP

a) ZCN: This is a real variable that defines the
position of the center of the most negative
endcap on the zt-axis of the cylinder.

b) THTN: This is a real variable. It is input in de-
grees and defines the angle the surface of
the most negative endcap makes with the nega-
tive zt-axis in the xt-z t plane.

c) ZCP: This is a real variable that defines the
position of the center of the most positive
endcap on the zt-axis of the cylinder.

d) THTP: This is a real variable. It is input in degrees
and defines the angle the surface of the most
positive endcap makes with the positive z t-axis
in the xt-zt plane.

36



I FLOW DIAGRAM FOR CG:

I CG

Set cylinder logic true
jLCYL=.TRUE.

I READ-: AA,BB

R-EAD: ZCN,T HTN,ZCP,THTP

Change units to meters

37



Zt

THTP zc

A / ZC

Figure 4. Definition of finite elliptic cylinder geometry.
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L. Command SG:

This command enables the user to specify the location and type

of source to be used. The geometry is illustrated in Figure 5. One

call to this command defines one source. The number of sources in the

jproblem are automatically counted by the number of calls to this command.

1. READ: (XSS (MS,N) N=1,3)

a) XSS (MS,N): This is a doubly dimensioned real array
which is V~ed to define the x,y,z location
of the MS' elemental radiator in the speci-
fied cartesian coordinate system. Again,
a single line of data contains the x,y,z
(N=1,2,3) locations.

2. READ: THOZ(MS), PHOZ(MS), THOX(MS), PHOX(MS)

a) THOZ(MS),PHOZ(MS): These are real arrays which arph
used to define the orientation of the MS"
element in the specified cartesian coordinate
system. They are input in degrees, as spherical
angles, that define atradial direction which
is parallel to the MS"' element current flow
for a dipole antenna or which is parallel
to the length of an aperture antenna.

b) THOX(MS),PHOX(MS): These are real arrays which argh
used to define the orientation of the MS"
element in the specified cartesian coordinate
system. They are input in degrees, as spherical
angles, that define atgadial direction which
is parallel to the MS elements aperture
width or which is parallel to a slots width.
For a dipole antenna, these angles can be
made in a convenient direction.

The x-axis and z-axis specified by these angles must be defined

orthogonal to each other. The y-axis is found by the cross product

of the x- and z-axes.
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3. READ: IMS(MS), HS(MS), HAWS(MS)

a) IMS(MS): This is an integer argy which is used to
define whether the MS source is an electric
or magnetic elemental radiator.
IMS(MS) = 0 - electric
IMS(MS) = 1 - magnetic

b) HS(MS): This is a real arrayt~hich is used to input
the length of the MS element.

c) HAWS(MS) This is a real arrayhwhich is used to input
the width of the MS " element in the case
of an aperture antenna. If HAWS(MS)=O then
it is assumed to be a dipole antenna.

Note that the units of the variables HS(MS) and HAWS(MS) can be

specified by the US: command. If wavelength is chosen as the units

then all the sources must be specified in wavelengths.

4. READ: WM(MS), WP(MS)

a) WM(MS), WP(MS): These are real dimensioned arrays used
todgefine the excitation associated with the
MS element. The magnitude is given by WM
and the phase in degrees by WP.

Note that the program will keep increasing the number of sources

in the solution by the number of calls to this comm'and unless the NS:

or NX: commands are called to reinitialize the source geometry.

Presently, I < MS < 50
1 N 3

40



FLOW DIAGRAM FOR SG:

'I Set NEC source logic false

WTEource nbye
E P-s 0 MS=MSX+

RA: MS ,PMSDX

WRITE source typber

41MS

/REA, (SS(SN, N1,3



if T

/WRITE: HS(MS),HAWS(MS)

Convert source height and length

to meters

WRITE: HS(MS),HAWS(MS)

WRITE: WM(MS),WP(MS)

Rotate and translate coordinates

Change units to meters

EDefine the source x and z axes

to StopI WRITE warning message

source coordinate system

4?
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I zt

1 zt

xSS PHOZ
xt

att

Figure 5a. Definition of source geometry for dipole antennas.

THOZ

t I'

I~ yt

Ir
I~1

I Figure 5b. Definition of source geometry for aperture antennas.



M. Cownmand AM:

This command enahles the user to interface the Numerical Electro-

magnetics Code (NECO-Moment Method Code with the Basic Scattering

Code in order to use the antenna modeling capabilities of NEC to

specify the needed source data such as location and current weights

of the elements. The geometry is illustrated in Figure 6.

1. READ: PRAD

a) PRAD: This is a real variable which is used to define
the total power radiated in watts from the
NEC modeled antenna. This allows the directive
gain to be computed. If P. is substituted
for Prad the power gain wil be computed.

2. READ: MSX

a) MSX: This is an integer variable which defines
the maximum number of elemental wire radiators
that have been used in the NEC code to model
the antenna.

3. READ: (XSS(MS,N),N=l,3), HS(MS), THOZ(MS), PHOZ(MS)

a) XSS(MS,N): This is a doubly dimensioned real array which
is tHsed to define the x,y,z location of the
MS elemental radiator in the specified
cartesian coordinate system.

b) HS(MS): This is a real arrayt hich is used to input
the length of the MS element in the units
specified by IUNIT from the UN: command or
fron the default option.

c) THOZ(MS), PHOZ(MS): These are real arrays which ar
used to define the orientation of the MS
element in the specified cartesian coordinate
system. The THOZ, PHOZ angles are in degrees
and define a (Rdial direction which is paral-
lel to the MS element current flow. The
angle THO is the angle of the element measured
up from the x-y plane. The angle PHO is the
phi angle in a normal spherical coordinate
system.
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I
4. READ: WM(MS), WP(MS)

a) WM(MS), WP(MS): There are real dimensioned arrays used
totoefine the excitation associated with the
MS element. The real part is given by WM
and the imaginary part by WP.

Presently, 1 < MS < 50.
I ' N Z 3

Note that for the NEC code input all the elements are assumed

to be electric current elements.

I
Yt

Xy

Figure 5. Jefinition of NEC geometry.
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR AM:

READ: PRAD

Set NEC source logic true
LAMP=.TRUE.

TREAD: MSX

ifT
MSXb-MSDXT

F /write warning messg

IMS(MS)=O
HAWS(MS) =0

READ: (XSS(MS,N),N=1,3),HS(MS),THOZ(MS),PHOZ(MS)

Cotnue

46
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I[ 

I READ: (WM(MS),WP(MS),MS=4,MSX)4'
Rotate and translate coordinates

I
c:hange units to meters

FDefine NEC sourceI coordinate system

I (Write new and old
coordinates and units

R

I
I
I
I
I

47
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N. Command PR:

This command enables the user to specify the total power radiated

by the antenna or the input power to the antenna.

1. READ: PRAD

a) PRAD: This is a real variable. It is input in watts
and defines the total power radiated by the
antenna (or input power to the antenna).

Note that if PRAD < 10-3o, it will be assumed that the power radi-

ated (or input power) was not specified.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PR:

PR

Set power radiated logic true

LPRAD=.TRUE.

READ: PRAD

LPRAD=.FALSE.
PRAD=O.

/,WRITE: PRAD _ _

/_ Write message

48



I 0. Command NP:

I This command enables the user to initialize the plate data.

All of the plates are removed from the problem unless they are re-

specified following this command.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR NP:

11PI

P1 et plat logc false

I II / Write message .

i49
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P. Command NG:

This command enables the user to initialize the infinite ground

plane. The ground plane is removed from the problem unless it is

respecified following this command.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR NG:

Set ground plane logic false
LGRND=.FALSE.T
Write message

R
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I

Q. Command NC:

This command enables the user to initialize the cylinder data.

I The cylinder is removed from the problem unless it is respecified

following this command.

jFLOW DIAGRAM FOR NC:

I Set cylinder logic flase
LCYL=.FALSE.I

i

I

I



R. Command NS:

This command enables the user to initialize the source data.

All of the sources are removed from the problem unless they are re-

specified following this command.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR NS:NS
"Set source logic false

LAMP=.FALSE.

I Reset source counter

E MSX=O

Write message

R
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I
S. Command NX:

This command enables the user to reinitialize the commands to

I their default conditions specified in the list at the beginning of

the main program.

1FLOW DIAGRAM FOR NX:

, NX

I Reinitialize default data

5

1

1

1

I :
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T. Command LP:

This command enables the user to specify whether a line printer

listing of the results is desired.

1. READ: LWRITE

a) LWRITE: This is a logical variable defined by T
or F. It is used to indicate if a line
printer listing of the total fields (E p,
E 0) is desired.

(normally set true)

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR LP:

LP

READ: LWRITE

W7rite message
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5 U. Command PP:

This command enables the user to specify whether a polar plot

5 of the results are desired.

1. READ: LPLT

I a) LPLT: This is a logical variable defined by T
or F. It is used to indicate if a polar
plot of the total fields (Ep ,E ) is de-
sired. If LPLT is false the reM of the

READ statements for this command will be
skipped.

1 2. READ: RADIUS,IPLT

a) RADIUS: This is a real variable that is used to

specify the radius of the polar plot.

b) IPLT: This is an integer variable that indicates

the type of polar plot desired, such that
if

IPLT 1 1-* field plot
2 power plot

T3 dB plot.

IThe fields will be normalized by their maximum field values.

1 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PP:

PP

READ: LPLT

I

/ READ: RADIUSIPLT

I WRITE: RADIUS, IPLT
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V. Cogi. iiJ XQ:

This command is used to execute the scattering code so that

the total fields may be computed. After execution the code returns

for another possible command word.

FLOW DIAGRAM FOR XQ:

XQ

Write messagej
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I
W. Command EN:

This command enables the user to terminate the execution of

the scattering code.

I FLOW DIAGRAM FOR EN:

EN

Write message

Stop

This concludes the definition of all the input parameters to

the program. The program would, then, run the desired data and output

the results on unit #6. However as with any sophisticated program,

the definition of the input data is not sufficient for one to fully

understand the operation of the code. In order to overcome this

difficulty the next chapter discusses how the input data are inter-

preted and used in the program.
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CHAPTER IV

INTERPRETATION OF INPUT DATA

This computer code is written to require a mimumum amount of

user information such that the burden associated with a complex geometry

will be organized internal to the computer code, For example, the

operator need not instruct the code that two plates are attached

to form a convex or concave structure. The code flags this situation

by recognizing that two plates have a common set of corners (i.e.,

a common edge). So if the operator wishes to attach two plates to-

gether he needs only define the two plates as though they were isolated.

However, the two plates will have two identical corners. All the

geometry information associated with plates with common edges is
then generated by the code. The present code also will allow a plate

to intersect another plate as shown in Figure 7. It is necessary

that the corners defining the attachment be positioned a small amount

(approximately 10-5 wavelengths) through the plate surface to which

it is being connected.

In defining the plate corners it is necessary to be aware of

a subtlety associated with simulating convex or concave structures

in which two or more plates are used in the computation. This prob-

lem results in that each plate has two sides. If the plates are

used to simulate a closed or semi-closed structure, then possibly

only one side of the plate will be illuminated by the antenna. Con-

sequently, the operator must define the data in such a way that the

code can infer which side of the plate is illuminated by the antenna.

This is accomplished by defining the plate according to the right-

hand rule. As one's fingers of the right hand follow the edges of
the plate around in the order of their definition, his thumb should

point toward the illuminated region above the plate. To illustrate

this constraint associated with data format, let us consider the

definition of a rectangular box. In this case, all the plates of
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4

SOURCE

P TE#2

Figure 7. Data format used to define a flat plate intersecting
another flat plate.

the box must be specified such that they satisfy the right-hand rule

with the thumb pointing outward as illustrated in Figure 8. If this

rule were not satisfied for a given plate, then the code would assume

that the antenna is within the box as far as the scattering from

that plate is concerned.

Another situation which must be kept in mind is associated with

antenna elements mounted on a plate. The code automatically deter-

mines that the antenna element is mounted on the plate. It assumes

that the element will radiate on the side of the plate into which

the normal points. This is accomplished in the code by automatically

positioning the source a small distance (10-5 wavelengths above the

plate in the direction of the normal as illustrated in Figure 9.

It is important, therefore, to follow the simple rules above for

defining the plate normals when dealing with plate mounted antennas.
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2 724

PLATE 3)Z4 1

3 4V

Figure 8. Data format used to define a box structure.

n n
SLOT

MONOPOLE (MAGNETIC
EQUIVALENT 1/iDIPOLE)

DIPOLE
LENGTH ______<__ IO-___

< I 1-6,\<IO6

(a) MONOPOLE (b) SLOT

Figure 9. Illustration of geometry for plate-mounted antennas.
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1 There is, also, another point associated with antennas mounted on

perfectly-conducting flat structures. If a plate-mounted monopole

is considered in the computation, one should input the equivalent

dipole length and not the monopole length (i.e., the monopole plus

I image length should be used as shown in Figure 9a). The code auto-

matically handles the half dipole modes associated with the mono-

5 pole. The plate-mounted slot is, also, automatically taken care

of by the code as shown in Figure 9b if a magnetic dipole is used.

The same situation arises when the antenna is mounted on the

elliptic cylinder's end caps. It should also be remembered that

the antenna can not be mounted on the curved part of the cylinder.

In general, the antenna should be kept a wavelength away, however,

3 this can often be relaxed to approximately a quarter-wavelength.

In the present code, the attachment of a plate corner to the

curved surface of the cylinder is automatically detected, however,

a diffracted field from the plate-cylinder junction is not considered
in this version. If the plate-cylinder junction forms a straight,

orthogonal edge, as shown in the aircraft models of Figure 27, image

theory alone will give the correct results. The diffracted fields,

therefore, are not needed. If the plate-cylinder junction forms

I a curved edge or one in which the plate and cylinder surface are

not orthogonal a diffracted field from that edge will he required

1 in the solution. This will be added when time and effort permit.

Chapter VI has a set of sample problems to illustrate how the
operator can realize the versatility of the code and still satisfy

the few constraints associated with the input data format.

I
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CHAPTER V

INTERPRETATION OF OUTPUT

The basic output from the computer code is a line printer listing

of the results. The results are referenced to the pattern coordi-

nate system that was described in Chapter III and is illustrated

in Figure 1. Thus the total electric field is given by

( p) = E + ;pE

The fields are assumed to be peak values given in volts/unit when

the factor e- jkR is suppressed in the far field. If an R value

is specified using the "RG:" command then the results will be in

volts/meter. The results are displayed in three sections. The first

output associated with the Eop field, the second is output associated

with the E field, and the third is output associated with the total

field. The first section is displayed as follows: op. tp, E,

/EO, (phase of E0p), IE0pi (magnitude of EOp), GdO (directive gain

EOP), lEop/lEepimax (normalized magnitude of Eop), Gd norm (nor-

malized value of the directive gain). The second section is similarly

done for the E field. The third section is displayed as follows:

op, Yp Gd major (directive gain of Emajor ), Gd minor (directive

gain of E minor), y (tilt angle of polarization ellipse, axial ratio,

Gd (total directive gain), Gd norm (normalized total directive gain).

The above quantities are defined as follows:

Gd -?irR 2  * ,

no P rad

G 2wR2  2
do no rad i
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Jibh o Prad

_ 2iyR2  i Emajor( 2,l Gd major no Prad

I

l 27R 2  21

Gd minor = no rad JEminor ,

I mjr = [(l E~ Jcosy+ E~p Icosipsiny) 2 + JE 2 p 2 Z i 2 y] 1/2,

majorEmjo eIP in i

• mino r  .-l(-E pl siny-EI Ep coskpcosy) 2  +  IEcp sio

Stan
-' E9I ,p o

E PIE 2 - I lo~p[ 2

ax a rai E r major
I

o= free space impedance.
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The value Prad is the power radiated. It is input into the

basic scattering code through the AM: command for the NEC moment

method data or through the PR: command, If a value for Prad is not

given to the code, the output will be given in terms of the radiation

intensity rather than the directive gain. The radiation intensity,

U, can be defined in terms of the directive gain as

4TrU
rad

A very convenient means of displaying the results of the program

is through a polar plot representation. However, because of the

difficulty of delivering standard plot routines from one computer

system to another, our plot package is not included as an integral

part of this computer code. A simple polar plot routine is given

in Appendix I which can be used if desired.

The next chapter displays the results in either polar or rec-

tangular dB plots to compare against measured results whenever pos-

sible. The results are normalized to either 0 dB or the measured

patterns maximum.
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CHAPTER VI

APPLICATION OF CODE TO SEVERAL EXAMPLES

The following nine examples are used to illustrate the various

features of the computer code. Each example is designed to show

how a set of commands can be put together to solve a single problem

or a group of problems. In most cases, the input data sets can be

constructed in more than one way to accomplish the same results.

The particular form of these examples have been chosen so that all

the commands are used. As an aid to the user, an echo of the input

i data is given on the line printer in the form that the computer code

has interpreted the data. This is useful for checking that the cor-

jrect problem has been properly constructed. Also, messages are given

when the code misinterprets the data or when an error has been made

in the input set. This makes it easier to debug the input data sets.

Example 1A illustrates this type of print out. The other examples

do not show this output in order to save space in this report.

The computer code has a default list at the beginning of the

main proqram. This list can be set up at the convenience of the

uer. If the defaults are set up correctly for the particular ap-

plications of the user, the same data will not have to be input in

the data sets every time. For example, the default list is set up

jinitially to have the code give a line printer output of the results.
Since most user's will want this output all the time the LP: command

need never be specified as shown in the examples that follow. How-

5 ever, the LP: command can be used to suppress this output if desired.

The pen plotter command, PP:, on the other hand, has been set false

j initially. This is because most computer facilities have different

procedures for plotter output. Once the user determines the best

way to use this command for his needs and the appropriate plot routines

are included in the code, the PP: command can be called to instate

I the plots or the default list can be changed accordingly.
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In the examples that follow, all the results have been shown

qraphically in some form. This is the most concise way to show the

results and to illustrate the validity of the codes operation by

comparing against measurements. A few of the examples, however,

contain the line printer output of the results so that the output

numbers can be checked to verify that the computer being used is

giving correct results. Different computers have different accu-

racies so that the numbers may not check in the last few decimal

places. Example 9 can be conveniently used to check the operation

of the code on a new computer. It contains three examples that have

line printer output.

Example IA. Consider the pattern of an electric dipole in the

presence of a finite ground plane as shown in Figure 10a. The input

data for the H-plane pattern is given by

CtIz PLA 'i-.[T, [:XAMPI-: IA.
tJi" UNI I-, iN Ir-AI t;
3

r t2 kt<(1U[-'CY M HC

PL) FA ILNRN (:ui
0. ,$0. ,t('° ,V).

, IISA V).

4

S. , --5 . ,-3. b

0 .,-. .,-3. 

5Us 5OUCI: (U[-()YI Y

0 IV). '0.
I , I
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I z

2 #2( -3.5, 3.5) #1(0, 3.5,3.5)

I Izp

p ypJ

3 #4 03.5,-354 031-3.5)

5 Figure 10a. Dipole in presence of square ground plane.

Ii z

~ 2 (0,-3.5, 3.5 *1 (0, 3.5,3.5)

450 z

I y

X 0, 3.5 - 3. ) #4 ( 0, 3.5, -3.5)
I Figure l~b. Dipole in presence of a square ground plane with a pattern

cut corresponding to Example 1c.
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The computer code prints out on the line printer the information

in Figure 11 pertaining to the input data. This information can
help the user decipher how the computer code interpreted the input

data. It also provides messages to the user if the input data is

found to be incorrect by the code.

The calculated results for the electric field are printed out

on the line printer as shown in Figure 12. The output shown in Fig-
ure 12 is for 100 increments from 00 to 1800. This is from the input

data in Example 9. Note that the normalized data columns may be

slightly different for the 100 increment case than for the 10 in-

crement case, since the maximum value may be found to be a different

number.

The E p pattern is compared with the measured results in Figure

13a. The E pattern is not plotted hecause it is of negligihle

value.
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I 't: PLATE lF T, &A ePL. 1A.*

* iJd: Ud1TS3 IN HINSCE

• -A. E lHNrA* OIWEUSLONS BELOW ARE ASSUMED TO BE lI INCHESI

* S

1 bS9QUtNCY - 0.000 GICAMERTZ

S tWAVELENGTH- .037474 NITFRS

Pu " ATR CU

ile. PA'VfItI AXFS ARE AS FO.LOWS:

• AP.J)- 1.00000 APL(21- 0.00000 XPD(3)- .00000

100 *() - 0.00000 YPD(2)- 1.0000U ypt)( I) - 0.00000

I 'J(1L ) - 0.0%000 &PI) (2J -1 0.00000 '- 1 L.Q00000

S PHIL IS BEING VARIED WITH THETA- 90.00000

T 'HE RANGE OF PATERN ANGLE INDICES FOR THIS RUN ARE: 0,360, 1

Figure 11. Line printer output for the code's interpretation of
the input data set of Example IA. The figure is

I continued on the next page.

I
I
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* 4: PLATV GEOMETRY

Tills IS PLATE NO. 1 IN THIS SIMULATION.
* 0

• PLAMT ('OUNEWIR 1PUT LOATION IN LNCHES ACTUAL LOCATION iN mrTrRS •

1 1 1 0.000, 3.%00. 3.O00 0.000, .069, .003

• 1 2 0.000, -).S00. 3.i00 0.000. -.069, .09

1 1 3 0.000, -3.%0O, -).S00 0.000, -. 089. -.089 0

* 1 4 0.-OO. 3.400. -3.*OO 0.000. .o q, -. 049 *

.J: SOURCE GFOM4ET I

• "tillS Is SOURCE NO. I IN THIS COMPUTATION. 0
* •

S T.118 IS A1N ILF(TIC SOURCE.

• ;,i)RC'TP ILNGTH- .90000 AND WIbtII- 0.00000 WAVELNGTHS

V d&4F iJUR%'FC WVlV;T HAS 1AGNITUDF- 1.00000 AND PHAqP.- 0.00000

S £o.dRc*t INPUT LOCATION IN INCHES ACTUAL LOCATION IN MHTERS

• .120, 0.000. 0.000 .130, 0.000. 0.000

• f&1Td8 FOLL(AMIN SQUIW('I ALIGNMFNT Is U3gD:*

* VASS(i1. 1)- 1.00000 VXS.AI,2, 1)- 0.ooooo vxss(l,, 1)- .00000 '

v9.3(2,1, 1)- 0.00000 VXSS(2,2. Lij- +.00O0 VXSS(2., ,)- 0.00000 0

• VXSS(3,, 1)- 0.00000 VXSS(3,2, 1)- 0.00000 vxss(3.3. 1)- 1.00000 0

SX.J: Ix -UTc COoE 0

700

* 0*

: ,", MN oo,
* 0.

* 0.. .,
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i [ xampll 113. Conidotr the [-plane pattern of the electric dipole

in the presence of the finite ground plane in Figure 10a. This proh-lem is the same as Example 1A except that the pattern cut information

I is changed so that the phi angle is fixed and the theta angle is

varied. The input data is given by

P I L A ' I F -X b A V P'l 1l . I1 , .

r I
3, PLAit: .

I * ,IA . ;:O !il

93,(. , - J . A ,- .. 5I

'3

9>. 3. -, -3.t,.

tj. 2, . ,04.

i ,£;.') *V;
I ., :

The EOp pattern is compared with the measured results in Figure

13b. The E4p pattern is not plotted because it is of negligible

value.
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Example IC. Consider the pattern of the electric dipole taken

Iacross the corner of the finite ground plane in Fioure lob. This

problem is the same as in Example IA except that the pattern cut

coordinate system is changed. The input data is given by

I!] '_'L : L A J j '-L , I A !  ;)1-! 11.,

: rv .L!I, v I ll t3jZ

13d

i;,'. ,: F i {:t ~J

,q,: 'Ij\ ii: U L (..:T[I,Y¥

'77

,: , !'- X C"%
,* ':t.) j_( l I

TeE0p pattern is compared with its measured result in Figure

13c and the Ec pattern compared with its measured result in Figure

- 1 3d.
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Example 2. Consider the pattern of a X/2 slot antenna mounted

in the center of a square ground plane as shown in Figure 14. The
pattern cut is taken across the corner of the plate. This example

illustrates how the TO: command can be used to show the strength

of a particular diffraction mechanism by removing the mechanism from

the computation for comparison. In this case the corner diffracted

fields are removed in the second execution by setting LCORNR=.FALSE.

Of course, other fields can be modified in other problems by using

the JMN's and JMX's numbers. The input data for this example is

given by

Ci: PLAII- ILST, EXAMPLE 2.
UN:

l-,

Iv0.

PIOZ PAITLRN C11T OVEk CORNER
0. o. Vf l. ,9,:.
t-, 4 t.

o I ;to, I
PGj:

4
6.,. ,0.
-0. ,Oo V.

0. 10). ,V.

yo , Y .b , . k)
I lo ti o
I . 90.

f(J* 3 i-JA(PE (MNl NHi i)Ik1- PfiCTION
H-,r,r

i, It ,r

XU:s
L'N"

The results with and without the corner diffracted fields in-

cluded are compared in Figure 15a and b for the Eep and E fields,

respectively.
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- WITH CORNER
_ - p DIFFRACTION

--- WITHOUT CORNER
"- DIFFRACTION

o7-0-

;' ' -20'

Figure 15a. Comparison of E^ pattern with and without corner .
diffracted fiel for a half-wave slot antenna
mounted on a square plate. -
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Figure 15b. Comparison of E pattern with and without corner
diffracted fielM for a half-wave slot antenna
mounted on a square plate.
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Example 3. Consider the pattern of an electric dipole in the

presence of an eight-sided box as shown in Figure 16. The input data

is given by

_ LIOHi 511I1:) 1 OX TEST, EXAMPLE 3.

PL)a

*j, W., I:

SGS
.2 12, k:.. , .

4
* 122,.1 123,-.I
. 1 2 , . 123, .1
.I22 ,-. 1l.!:),. I
* I 2,-. lIr2,,-. I
PUS hlu.l GH' R-ONI

4
0. . 0l7 I19.1

*122,.1023,.1
. 122, .1023,-. 1
PU: LIGHT HACK
4
-. 22,. 1)23-. I
-. 122. 102i,. I
12. .17-7, .I

122• I 1 2'1 -. 1

PUS I 'AC C
4
-. 122 ,-.1023,-. 1

48

-.122.),-. 11023, .

-, 122•,-I.23,-, I

48

-. 12.) -. 1 J 3, - .



I

0.~~ .1-A

.I

* I,;2 ,- . I t52., . I

0Tk. 9,. I "; )' , . ]
d, -. •122,,* I '.i L., . I

* 122 ,-. 1V!21", •.1

PU:G I (,'1iA(;,V

U

,* I ,-. I dI, IJ I - I
I,,- I) 4. ' -

/* 1,,-. ./-. I

* '2 , ,

The ERp pattern is compared with measured results[11l in Figure

17. The E pattern is not plotted because it is of negligible value.
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Figure 16. Electric dipole in the presence of an eight sided box.
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Example 4. Consider an electric dipole in the presence of a

finite circular cylinder as shown in Figure 18. This example illus-

trates how once the cylinder geometry is set up different cases can

be run by just varying the data which needs to be changed for that

particular case. The input data is given by

Ci CYI.I)EW TESI-, EXAM11. 4A.
r"tf 3

P1)D
0.9, 0. , I1. ,90.

OI , )' o,

I .,4W.
CU:
ir). I ,). I
-9. II ,~*'0. "1. II, 90.

C u: CNLINI)Ek TEST, EXPMPLE 4B.
P1: CIIANUE PAI'fEhN CUT

r , Y ,).
v), , I
X(I:

ctL CYLIND)Lk TIST, EXAMPLE 4C.
i0I)J CALL FOR NLEW SOURCE

0.) iu,1 0.2

I . ,0.

The line printer output of the results for Example 4A are shown

in Figure 19. The input data is really that of Example 9 where only

half the pattern is computed in 100 increments.
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7

The calculated results are compared with measured results(Ill

in the following figures.

The E pattern for Example 4A is shown in Figure 20a.

The E pattern for Example 4B is shown in Figure 20b.

The E p pattern for Example 4C is shown in Figure 20c.

The E0p pattern for all three cases are not shown because they

are of negligible value.
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Example 5. Consider the pattern of a magnetic dipole in the

presence of an elliptic cylinder as shown in Figure 21. This example

illustrates how the LOUT parameter in the TO: command can be used

to print out the individual fields reflected and diffracted by the

body under consideration. Note, also, that since the units and fre-

quency are not specified in the input set the input is therefore

assumed to be given in wavelengths. The input data is given by

U LI LUJI I I. CYIJDIA E4 TI:ST, PXAAA.PLL .

• *, .. , .,t 0

FI

V),. O~c) I

2..I.

2 .L'2 , ,2 .: t,().

I ,(6.) iv)
I . , w1.

of Pt h I IbI VIIiAL I EL S AOJN[i) HO apOUridAY
I", r , l

Hi'3 tiIJCF: AlH(;JLPL. N(AI,'(L-

I , I.

The reflected and diffracted fields in the region close to one

of the shadow boundaries of the elliptic cylinder, as printed by

the line printer, are shown in Figure 22. The different types of

fields can be interpreted by looking up the integer indices in Table

3. The first two columns of real numbers are the magnitude and phase
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of the E0 field and the second two columns of real numbers are the

magnitude and phase of the E, field. The polarization is referred

to the reference coordinate system for this type of print out.

I The E~p pattern is plotted in Figure 23 compared with a moment

method solution. The Eop pattern is not plotted because it is of neg-

S I ligible value.

SOURCE
Yp LOCATION

1 yI

Ifib
I ELLIPTICAL

CYLINDER

I

I Figure 21. Elliptic cylinder configuration excited by a
magnetic source parallel to the z-axis.

I
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IFigure 23. Comparison of GTD and moment method results for
Eop pattern.
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Example 6. Consider an electric dipole in the presence of a

plate and a finite circular cylinder as shown in Figure 24. This

example illustrates how the input data can be manipulated to analyze

the effects of scattering bodies separately and in combination with

one another. The following input is shown as if all four cases are

run consecutively in one run. Of course, the input could easily

be constructed for individual runs for each case.

L:-CS PLAi': AND CYL.INDIR TEST, EXAMPI-F 6.
P1) 3
*) , w). ,gvJ. , s

4.
1ou:

9. , 0. .

4
0. ,l. t)

0 . S V. ,- .

.: (; 3
1 .25J, l.A.

/(j' 5OUIMCE, PILATE AND CYLINDI)ER TEST
SP3 ht-VOv H ILAEL

X() s OJi (Cf: AN[) (C)LINDER "F.F
NU: I ? -IH V it- CYL I I4f1) f

Pll h i:?lAr I Ni- !LI.Ai IH
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I z

j DIPOLE

1Yt Yp Y

I Figure 24. A A12 dipole in the presence of a square plate.
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The line printer output of the results for the source, plate

and cylinder in combination are shown in Figure 25. The input data

is really that of Example 9 where only half the pattern is computed

in 100 increments.

The calculated E p patterns are compared with measured results

in the following figures.

The E ,p pattern for the source alone is shown in Figure 26a.

The E pattern for the source and plate is shown in Figure

26b.

The E pattern for the source and cylinder is shown in Figure

26c.

The E ,p pattern for the source, plate and cylinder is shown

in Figure 26d.

The EOp pattern for all four cases are not shown because they

are of negligible value.
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Example 7. Consider a slot mounted on the wing of a Boeing

737 aircraft. The computer model of the Boeing 737 is illustrated

in Figure 27. The input data is given by

,:..'.z~~ X A M r: * X~PL F 7.

oo. ',Y . , I tJA, Y .

I . 14u

W. . , 2 0 Wi .* 4

A . A Y, 4o~ .c4
1). 4 i. V I

*16 , W I.N/
, , "I4 . , 0 .

A~~Y 4 '

A *., -? ; • d, ,It, .

A). ,t/".9, i.l

*) , -*.- . ' , .

P5: VJ L I A Si II IZF

dj

I, .o, o . , 3

3 44. , ,4 3 .7
* .,-W .* 2 5

A(' 3  VI-,1j.Fhl I~If SLOT
. 4i, , 4, !).3
' Y( 10 , 9.0- .

S, Ti; 37 , V. 4 1 3Y 1 h
I ..

The E pattern is compared with its measured result in Figure

28. The measurement was made on a 1/20 scale model of a Boeing 737

at NASA (Hampton, Virgina). The antenna is a KA band waveguide mounted

in the wing[8j. The E0p pattern is significant for this case, how-

ever, it is not shown.
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() FRONT VIEW 4 3

N24
Iz

SLOT 
4

YTZZp

3 2

104.1" 
N9 37

200

I (c) SIDE VIEW

Figure 27. Illustration of geometry of Boeing 737 aircraft modelI used in finite elliptic cylinder model.
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Figure 28. Comparison of measured and calculated E. results.
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1

Example 8A. Consider the pattern of a set of four electric

1 dipoles in the presence of a square plate over an infinite ground

plane as shown in Figure 29. The currents are specified by the NEC-

j Moment Method Code as used at NOSC. The input data is given by

1 :j; 1: 'A 1, i 1 !I i('

I-, (,K ,

2 .2 9 tI U

UP • U)OUI. PL IA1
HisI

0. . ,23. 5
I~ . ,9 ,V.

4I 25. ,,... .. .. ...

-<5. ,2'. ,L,

- t)

I
1

1
I

I
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- ) 02JJO -3~k .20c3-1 . 06(W6 00000 .00000
-. ~4 6~~( .03 - . o6096( v* , IV V0000

* 2'OB - .. 20o37 . OoO96 . N0A'
* .. 20OC37 . 06V96 POO *

.2,4o4 -3t)Yc- .20631 .00096 .00('10 .00000
) lc -1 C ' .20637 . 06096 * 00010 * 0(100

4 1; 3 t)~c -. ~o v .20o37 .060Y6 *000

1,)2 - 3! oV .20 63 - . 00096 * (7) IL",0 *000o(A

l)4 T2 *3 )t6V . 20o37 . 06096 *O A 120 * 00000
-4 1 5 C *) .3 )hoo .20637 .06096 .~nl 00000 *
-!)!)o . 31i.5oO .206371 .06096 o.000 I V .0 V.

rY44 . 3YoO .2A1637 .06096 VOWo (500
2 33 i t 4 .- )Ioo .20037 . 06 0 /6 .00000l 0vo

'- 8 3bc~o .2063-1 . 06 M;6 .000 llr
4Y0 ,bo .2063-1 .000946 0oo9/v .0000
'-~~o .b)v .20o37 .000 96 morv0 .00000

41 obi6 . 35560 .20637 . 06V96 P100 * (5c00l
4 62 . 35560 .206371 . 06096 v. .l 0600"1

* -'- ' I790E-2
0c 4 E-3 . 4092 E- 2

.7 (7 3E-3 .!k)2 1 E-2

.0 i[3 . 4089lE-2

.3 462 LK . V/4e, - 2

.0 4Q5-." . 4089f--2

.)6 1 F6-2

.o! o4b-J .4092F-2

.*j73L-.- .4(62F-2

.0 IiS L- -2 . 4W3 H-
-i4o2E-i . 17 Y -,I

I 1t t- F-

* /G/i-i . )o2 I E-2

XU
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I

i The line printer output for the first execution with the in-

finite ground plane is shown in Figure 30. The results are shown

for 100 increments for brevity. Since a range is specified the fields

are in volts/meter. Note that the range is in the far field of the

maximum dimension of the plate (R>2D2 /X). Also, since the power

radiated is known from the NEC-Moment Method Code the power results

are given in terms of directive gain rather than in terms of the

radiation intensity.

The directive gain normalized to isotropic is plotted in Figure

31a for the t=O0 plane. The result is compared against the infinite

ground plane case and the case for the plate in free space which

is given as the second execution in the input set. Similarly, the

directive gains for the three different cases are plotted in Figure

31b for the 4=90 plane.
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Figure 29. Geometry for the problems of dipoles over a square plate and
infinite ground plane showinq the side and top view.
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INFINITE GROUND

SQUARE PLATE OVER
INFINITE GROUND

15 SQUARE PLATE

5

z 0

-15
w

- 1

0-

-25 900

Figure 31a. Comparison of the directive gain of four dipoles over
an infinite ground with four dipoles over a square
plate over an infinite ground 8nd four dipoles
over a square plate alone (,=0
vertical polarization).
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INFINITE GROUND

....- SQUARE PLATE OVER
INFINITE GROUND

1 15 --- SQUARE PLATE
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Figure 31b. Comparison of the directive gain of four dipoles over
an infinite ground with four dipoles over a square
plate over an infinite ground a8d four dipoles
over a square plate alone (0=90
horizontal polarization).
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Example 8B. Consider the pattern of a set of four electric

dipoles in the presence of a square plate over an infinite ground

plane as shown in Figure 29. The four dipoles are specified by their

analytic representation using the SG: command. This example illustrates

the use of the PR: and US: command. The input data is given by

CO' NEC iLST, EXA),PIL 8H.

06.2 94.
UJN:
-3

t)'

UP:
Hi t

0. , 0. ,2 b.,
09.,0. ,Ii. ,y .
Put
4
25. ,-2. .

2t). ,25. ,0.
-25. ,2b.,.
-25., -2.,.
Ut"

US"

PI

SO: SOURCE #1
--. 5tbcOa,-- 55560},. 2( 63-7

YO. to., go. . g9.

005 o "13 ,82. 2

SO: SOUfL)F #2
.55b,-. 3 , .20o37
90. 9t. 90. , go.
0 , 0 .30{48, 11.

• o -1o-'- ,82 .2
SO: iOURCI- #-5

90. ,0., 90. ,

• tbo' ,82.2

btS UJHCI: #4
. JdO(6, .35560 ,. 206 #
9 0. , 0. , Yo.2 0.

X. i -2
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This example gives approximately the same results as those in

Example 8A. The directive gain is within approximately 0.5 dB through-

out the entire pattern range. The pattern shape is essentially identi-

cal to the one in Figure 30a for the four dipoles over a plate over an

infinite ground plane so the pattern is not shown.
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Example 9. Consider a combination of three different problems.

The first problem is the plate test of Example 1A. The second problem

is the cylinder test of Example 4A, and the third example is the

plate and cylinder test of Example 6. This example illustrates the

use of the NX: command in defining entirely different problems in

the same input set. This is a handy example that can be used for

the initial start up test for the code on a new computer system,

since the plate and cylinder are tested separately and in combination

with one another in the same input set. The input data is given

hy

C: MULi1PLL f'-S'l -XAPPIE
Ct 8 PIA'E IEi, EXAMPLE IA.4 UN :

-I(

1 , 10P(18
14, I-h5 ,I 1)

4
14 ., b3. b

. ,-.J .t) 93 t)

* .,.. '., -j *
1*(; 8

14 *.8 ,,'. ,

14 ,O . ' , t •

I . , .

AO(:

c;!- CYLIND)EW IE-ST, EXAMPLE 4A.

4,., * 1. ,'W'14. ,U).

1/7( s ' r
,I * kJ ,.
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S- I ,L. . .i I, YO4.

C':: PLAfir AN') CYLINDh% TEST, EXAMPLE 6.

0 ,). ,U. , 1/. *V,'

4.

W. ,b. o2,0.

-. ,0 .,

~P(jS
! 4

. ,) . ,.

1+1

I ., , . 12 t)
A. 90. ,q,. ,I0.
Cul

The line printer output and the graphical representation of

the fields for each of the three examples above are given in their
respective example sections. The line printer output of the first
execution is given in Figure 12 and the plotted output is given in
Figure 13a. The line printer output of the second execution is given
in Figure 19 and the plotted output is given in Figure 20a. TheI line printer output of the last execution is given in Figure 25 and

the plotted output is given in Figure 26d.
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APPENDIX I

The following is a listing of a polar plot subroutine which

can be used to generate the polar patterns given in Chapter VI. Note

that this code refers to two subroutines "PLOTS" and "PLOT" which

must be added by the system or operator. The definitions of these

routines are given in the comments associated with the code.

SIIF3)WITI.IF POLDLT(ETRP.IPLTIPHS.IDM)

! I S )UY-PF I.F JlC=) To PLOT THE RESILTS It' TFR'AS OF A
! ,,I M.'-,.. ' CA I_. TO FU WC)UTI'IE "PLOTS" IS 'SED To IPJITIAL!7

j.-~ )'! A-'. IF CALLS To T'4E SU'PROUTINF "PLOT" ARE JSF.F) To

".!. ;)P. ; ,;g: f['Vi A c, FOLL( ThI Z

! CALl. I-OT(X,Y,N)

!!! X,Y=C01i r)INATES OF THE IEWi PLOT POINT.

"! J=2 P="' I ! !m'.OVI!!, To TPE .F!F POI'T.
-t3 PF IS ,!1 V)VIMM To T "T V P(ltlT.
C!!! .= 999 FlIFFEP ITSED TO STORE PLOT :)ATA IS EIPTIE) T, DI.()TTER
C!!!

C:!!! .<0 I~VLIES ()RIGIN SHIFT To THE 'E' POI'IT.
! Z > 0 IP PLIFS tO ORIGIM SHIFT AFTER M(VING, To NE'. POIT.

C:!!!

C(VAPL-X ET(I .M)
!)IME'JSION IM 3:F( ICC)
1) ATA D IP ,I)PR/2. I A 159265, 6.28 3185, 57.2 9577 '98/
";MX=0.
1I() 101 IP=0,360.IPHS
I=IP+I
A'4=CA BS(FT(I ))
[F(EM..GT.FAX) =?.X=E"i

101 CO(0IT I :E
CALL UL.(OTS(IBUF,1 00,3)
CALL P()T(4.25,5..,-3)

C *** POLAR GRI. ***
1) 110 1= .4

x() II W J=().31( ,2

A (;=J/ )P
). X=R(**C05 ( ANG)
Y Y= ( * SI ?J (A W(.Y)

Ii0 ,, AU. PLl.O f(XX,YY,2)
!)() 112 I=1,6
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A AM;=(I 1-I) P/6
A NGli= A !(;+:) I

FI.!- *). 2*( 1/2)) r() 'lo I

A N(3W=A"I,+ PI

CALL Pl-OT(0X,VY,.2 )
U XX=R(W*CoS(A!CF)

YY=RP*S1%(AMC-r')
112 CALL I)LO'f(XX.YY.2)

PIT P N 7 10.:) T PN

I')H 1 L20 )11 12

4121 Ar*-m

(GO TO 125i
1232 RP=P*UM* - U IFM=.1

I F R). LT.-AO. ) 1pr-40.
R!)=aP*(!iTl+40. )/Zr).

125 CONTI!JUE
API'3=1 P/r'PL

YY=I?9*CO.)S( A'!(G)

12C' CALL PL)T(XX.YY,IF-N)j CALL PLOT (4.25, -5.&19-3)
130 CONTI "UF

CALL PLOT(.,O..,w9)
R~ ET'J R N
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